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The Marriage Counseling Workbook
This is what couples say to Dr. Emily Cook when they acknowledge that in order to fix the problems in
their marriage, they need help. This may be where you are right now, too. And no matter how you're
feeling-hopeful, anxious, hurt, frustrated, tired, ready for change-the guidance offered in this book will
bring clarity, comfort, and change for both you and your spouse. Drawing on more than a decade of
experience counseling couples at all stages of marriage. Dr. Cook brings you The Marriage Counseling
Workbook-an 8-step program for restoring your marriage to a place of health and connection. Similar to
what you'd find in real-life sessions with Dr. Cook, this self-guided marriage counseling journey helps
you identify what is causing you pain in your marriage, learn how to alleviate it, and confidently prevent
it in the future. Gain Insight into Your Marital Struggles, by learning about the most common challenges
couples face and how they affect your relationship, Better Understand Yourself and Your Partner,
through thought-provoking questions and evaluations, Learn to Work Through Problems and Find
Solutions with a 8-step structure that includes practical, results-oriented exercises Book jacket.

Interracial Couples, Intimacy, and Therapy
An ideal text for all students of marital dynamics.

Communication Miracles for Couples
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Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that typical
managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of
Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you
manage your business (instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books
series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts
arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem
areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution
Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues And more
Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several
common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at
Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace more efficient, effective, and
engaged.

Healing Your Marriage When Trust Is Broken
What if I told you there was a magic recipe for making a relationship work? I'm sure you wouldn't
believe me, and for good reason! It's easy to see how difficult relationships can be. If there was a totally
effective method for happy, healthy relationships out there, surely someone would have packaged it up
and sold it by now, right? What is Couples Therapy and What is Couples Counseling? "Couples
therapy" and "couples counseling" usually mean the same thing. There is no difference between them on
a technical level. While couples therapy can be a great way to reconnect with your partner or m a magic
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recipe for making a relationship end the differences between you, there are many ways to make sure you
keep the spark alive and the relationship healthy without seeing a professional. There are many resources
out there that draw from theories or research in couples therapy. It's never too late (or too early) to start
putting a little more effort into your relationship. If you would like to improve your connection, choose
one or two of the activities and exercises described below to practice with your partner. How to Know if
You Need Marriage Counseling If your marriage is having problems, you definitely should not wait too
long to seek professional help. It may be hard to find the right counselor with the skills to help your
relationship, but they are out there and willing to help. There are ways to to find a counselor specializing
in marriage or couples therapy. You may have to meet with more than one to find the right fit. There are
also ways to gauge if counseling will actually work for your marriage. Fortunately, we do have some
information on the types of couples that get the most, and the least, from marriage counseling. Here are
some questions to consider: Did you marry at an early age? Did you not graduate from high school? Are
you in a low-income bracket? Are you in an inter-faith marriage? Did your parents divorce? Do you
often criticize one another? Is there a lot of defensiveness in your marriage? Do you tend to withdraw
from one another? Do you feel contempt and anger for one another? Do you believe your
communication is poor? Is there a presence of infidelity, addiction, or abuse in your marriage? If you
answered "yes" to most of these questions, then you are statistically a higher risk for divorce. It does not
mean that divorce is inevitable, it may mean that you have to work much harder to keep your
relationship on track. Those couples who have realistic expectations of one another and their marriage,
communicate well, use conflict resolution skills, and are compatible with one another are less at risk for
divorce. Don't Wait to Get Help If you think your marriage is in trouble, do not wait. Seek help as soon
as possible. Plan to budget the money and time in this treatment. The longer you wait, the hard it will be
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to get your relationship back on track. Be sure to find professional couples counseling or attend a
marriage course or weekend experience as soon as warning signs appear. Buy the Paperback version and
get the Kindle Book versions for FREE SCROLL UP AND CLICK BUY BUTTON NOW

12 Rules for Life
You hear and read a lot about ways to improve your relationship. But if you've tried these without much
success, you're not alone. Many highly reactive couples—pairs that are quick to argue, anger, and
blame—need more than just the run-of-the-mill relationship advice to solve their problems in love. When
destructive emotions are at the heart of problems in your relationship, no amount of effective
communication or intimacy building will fix what ails it. If you're part of a "high-conflict" couple, you
need to get control of your emotions first, to stop making things worse, and only then work on building a
better relationship. The High-Conflict Couple adapts the powerful techniques of dialectical behavior
therapy (DBT) into skills you can use to tame out-of-control emotions that flare up in your relationship.
Using mindfulness and distress tolerance techniques, you'll learn how to deescalate angry situations
before they have a chance to explode into destructive fights. Other approaches will help you disclose
your fears, longings, and other vulnerabilities to your partner and validate his or her experiences in
return. You'll discover ways to manage problems with negotiation, not conflict, and to find true
acceptance and closeness with the person you love the most.

The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to Improve
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Communication, Trust and Collaboration
Techniques for the Couple Therapist features many of the most prominent psychotherapists today,
presenting their most effective couple therapy interventions. This book provides clinicians with a userfriendly quick reference with an array of techniques that can be quickly read and immediately used in
session. The book includes over 50 chapters by experts in the field on the fundamental principles and
techniques for effective couple therapy. Many of the techniques focus on common couple therapy
processes such as enactments, communication, and reframing. Others focus on specific presenting
problems, such as trauma, sexual issues, infidelity, intimate partner violence, and high conflict. Students,
beginning therapists, and seasoned clinicians will find this pragmatic resource invaluable in their work
with couples.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and Clinical Applications
Grounded in the personal narratives of twenty interracial couples with multiracial children, this volume
uniquely explores interracial couples’ encounters with racism and discrimination, partner difference,
family identity, and counseling and therapy. It intimately portrays how race, class, and gender shape
relationship dynamics and a partner’s sense of belonging. Assessment tools and intervention techniques
help professionals and scholars work effectively with multiracial families as they negotiate difference,
resist familial and societal disapproval, and strive for increased intimacy. The book concludes with a
discussion of interracial couples in cinema and literature, the sensationalization of multiracial relations
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in mass media, and how to further liberalize partner selection across racial borders.

Acceptance and Change in Couple Therapy
The main purpose of this book is to be useful in daily practice to clinicians, including less-discussed
subjects that are frequently encountered in practice. For this, it was aimed to explain the formulation of
the disorder in light of the basic CBT model in each chapter and then to present the treatment approach
of the disorder with case examples. We believe that the case examples, which came from the authors'
own practices, are the strength of the book.

Counsel for Couples
In The Practice of Person Centred Couple and Family Therapy, Charles O'Leary offers a rich description
of relationship therapy that draws on the resources of both person-centred psychotherapy and systemic
and family therapy to present a skilful, respectful and empathic approach to working with couples and
families. Grounded in detailed descriptions of client goals and predicaments, the book takes an inside
look at the therapist's options and decision-making with both clarity and compassion. Written in a
refreshing, lively and personal style, the book: • Provides an abundance of ideas and techniques relevant
to each step of the therapeutic process. • Addresses the complexity of family and couple therapy,
including chapters on working with same-sex couples and working with children and adolescents. •
Offers humanistic depth and breadth to a challenging area of practice, with a strong value base and a
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philosophy that always privileges the client's viewpoint. Clear, concise, and highly readable, this is a
vital, thought-provoking text for students, trainees and practitioners of counselling and psychotherapy
working with couples and families.

Becoming an Emotionally Focused Couple Therapist
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of
questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of
cutting-edge scientific research. [The author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and
responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"--

"I Love You, But I Don't Trust You"
A practical and engaging relationship workbook for couples, focusing on communication skills for
addressing common issues and reconnecting and strengthening bonds. Learn to communicate
effectively, meaningfully, and lovingly--even in tense situations. From colliding over household chores
to navigating career changes together, conflict is a part of every relationship--even healthy ones. The
problem is: most of us haven't been taught how to navigate conflict in healthy ways. Thankfully,
certified relationship coach Dr. Gina Senarighi shows us that change is possible. In Love More, Fight
Less, she offers skills that will help you build a solid foundation for working through conflicts, repairing
past hurts, and moving forward. - EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND ACTIVITIES that
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improve your self-awareness and help you build accountability, trust, and healthy boundaries with your
partner - DETAILED SCENARIOS AND INTERPRETATIONS of the common pitfalls in relationships
around issues of intimacy, career, finances, family and more - STEP-BY-STEP GUIDANCE AND
EXPERT INSIGHT to help you transform your relationship's conflict patterns

The Relationship Skills Workbook
This workbook is intended for use with couples who want to enhance their emotional connection or
overcome their relationship distress. It is recommended for use with couples pursuing Emotionally
Focused Therapy (EFT). It closely follows the course of treatment and is designed so that clinicians can
easily integrate guided reading and reflections into the therapeutic process. The material is presented in a
recurring format: Read, Reflect, and Discuss. Readings help couples look at their relationship through an
attachment lens, walking them through the step-by-step process of creating a secure relationship bond.
33 Reflections invite readers to engage with the material personally, expanding their own awareness and
ability to tune into their partner. Discussion sections suggest relationship-building exercises and a
framework for conversations that promote safety, disclosure, and engagement. Case examples, along
with informative illustrations, are scattered throughout the book to validate, illustrate, and inspire
couples along their journey. Clinicians conversant with EFT can use this workbook to extend the
effectiveness of their work with couples by giving them structured tasks to work on between sessions.
For clinicians training in EFT, the book can guide them in staying focused on the EFT roadmap and
illuminate how important change events unfold.
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The High-Conflict Couple
An ideal supplemental text, this instructive casebook presents in-depth illustrations of treatment based
on the most important couple therapy models. An array of leading clinicians offer a window onto how
they work with clients grappling with mild and more serious clinical concerns, including conflicts
surrounding intimacy, sex, power, and communication; parenting issues; and mental illness. Featuring
couples of varying ages, cultural backgrounds, and sexual orientations, the cases shed light on both what
works and what doesn't work when treating intimate partners. Each candid case presentation includes
engaging comments and discussion questions from the editor. See also Clinical Handbook of Couple
Therapy, Fourth Edition, also edited by Alan S. Gurman, which provides an authoritative overview of
theory and practice.

Couples Counseling
Just as Masters and Johnson were pioneers in the study of human sexuality, so Dr. John Gottman has
revolutionized the study of marriage. As a professor of psychology at the University of Washington and
the founder and director of the Seattle Marital and Family Institute, he has studied the habits of married
couples in unprecedented detail over the course of many years. His findings, and his heavily attended
workshops, have already turned around thousands of faltering marriages. This book is the culmination of
his life's work: the seven principles that guide couples on the path toward a harmonious and long-lasting
relationship. Straightforward in their approach, yet profound in their effect, these principles teach
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partners new and startling strategies for making their marriage work. Gottman helps couples focus on
each other, on paying attention to the small day-to-day moments that, strung together, make up the heart
and soul of any relationship. Being thoughtful about ordinary matters provides spouses with a solid
foundation for resolving conflict when it does occur and finding strategies for living with those issues
that cannot be resolved. Packed with questionnaires and exercises whose effectiveness has been proven
in Dr. Gottman's workshops, The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work is the definitive guide for
anyone who wants their relationship to attain its highest potential. The Seven Principles for Making
Marriage Work is the result of Dr. John Gottman's many years of closely observing thousands of
marriages. This kind of longitudinal research has never been done before. Based on his findings, he has
culled seven principles essential to the success of any marriage. Maintain a love map. Foster fondness
and admiration. Turn toward instead of away. Accept influence. Solve solvable conflicts. Cope with
conflicts you can't resolve. Create shared meaning. Dr. Gottman's unique questionnaires and exercises
will guide couples on the road to revitalizing their marriage, or making a strong one even better.

Easy Marriage Counseling
A session by session guide book for mental health practitioners on how to conduct evidence-based
couples counseling. The book guides the therapist step by step through twelve sessions, and covers
everything from the very first client phone call all the way through termination.

Couples Therapy Workbook
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You aren't a licensed marriage and family therapist. You didn't do a doctoral dissertation on pastoral
counseling. You're simply God's person caring for God's people in the local church. And the marriages
in your church need help. Many pastors feel ill-equipped to handle the challenges that arise when a
couple is going through marital difficulties. They feel lost and inadequate. What do you say? What
counsel do you offer? Should I say anything or just listen? Do I schedule a follow-up appointment? Do I
ask questions? What questions? If you are or have been in this situation before, this book offers you a
practical guide to get started with the first sessions and then offers specific guidance on nine of the most
common topics that come up in marriage counseling. Author and pastor Jonathan Holmes offers a solid,
biblical theology and methodology to help you navigate through the world of marriage counseling with
the fundamental conviction that God's word is powerful enough to address the deepest of marital issues,
and robust enough to handle whatever might come your way. In each chapter, you'll meet a new couple
dealing with a different issue, much like the people in your church, office, and neighborhood. Through
the book you'll also hear advice from several respected voices in the biblical counseling community.
Whether you're a novice or already knowledgeable, Counsel for Couples provides theologically sound
and biblically practical tools to help you as you help couples in need.

Making Marriage Simple
Draws on extensive research, counseling workshops with couples and the authors' own 30-year
relationship to distill basic, provocative truths about marriage and provide essential tools for rendering a
marriage more rewarding and positive. 50,000 first printing.
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The Couple's Survival Workbook
Grounded in a deep understanding of what makes intimate relationships succeed, this book provides
concrete guidelines for addressing the complexities of real-world clinical practice with couples. Leading
couple therapist Ellen Wachtel describes the principles of therapeutic intervention that motivate couples
to alter entrenched patterns, build on strengths, and navigate the “legacy” issues that each person brings
to the relationship. She illuminates the often unrecognized choices that therapists face throughout the
session and deftly explicates their implications. The epilogue by Paul Wachtel situates the author's
pragmatic approach in the broader context of contemporary psychotherapy theory and research.

Couples Therapy Workbook for Healing: Emotionally Focused Therapy Techniques
to Restore Your Relationship
Transform your marriage with this revitalizing relationship guide that challenges couples to answer
important questions together and grow in mutual understanding. In our modern, fast-paced society, it is
easy for couples to drift apart and suddenly find their marriages in need of serious help. If this sounds
familiar, then Pastor Jeff Helton and his wife Lora have a challenge for you: sit down once a week with
your spouse to answer a question together. It could be something as simple as “What makes you laugh
out loud?” or as deep and challenging as “If you had one day left on earth, what would you say to your
spouse?” or “Are you satisfied with our level of physical intimacy?” The 50 Fridays Marriage Challenge
is a fun book specifically designed to spark open and honest conversation between partners at any stage
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of married life. Each short chapter includes an engaging question, a brief message, an encouraging
quote, a Bible scripture, and a prayer. The short messages bring hope to rocky marriages by providing a
safe, gentle space for discussing important matters, such as communication, conflict, in-laws, finances,
children, sex, and much more. By taking the 50 Fridays Marriage Challenge, husbands and wives will
find that their Friday evening talks—whether they laugh together, delve deep into the topic at hand, or
plan and dream for the future—may be the only time they spend in close conversation that doesn’t
involve the kids, the checking account, or who took out the trash. Spend a few precious moments
together once a week with this book, and you will ultimately see your marriage transformed.

Behavioral Couples Therapy for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Couples Therapy Workbook is a series of guided questions to promote meaningful couple conversations
and build ongoing, connected communication. The core of this unique guide is 30 guided conversations
of the most critical relationship struggles. For each of the 30 topics, there is an introduction, goal-setting
strategies and 10 scripted questions to ask each other - all presented in an easy-to-use mindful style. Set
in a weekly format over 30 days but can be tailored to any timeframe. Designed to be used to couples,
and also by therapists working with couples (bonus clinician prep included with each conversation).
Week 1- Who Are We? Falling in Love, Friendship, Caring, Acceptance, Empathy, Emotional Intimacy,
Rituals Week 2 - Who Am I? Childhood, Family Origin, Temperament, Influences, Spirituality, Values,
How I Think Week 3- How do we work? Communication, Conflict, Defensiveness, Intimacy, Trust,
Fidelity and Boundaries, Parenting, Staying in Sync Week 4 - What do we want? Romance, Joy and
Gratitude, respect, Apologies and Forgiveness, Challenges, Relationship Savings Account, Past, Present
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& Future, Keeping Connected Reviews: “What a unique resource! A treasure-trove of guided
conversations to increase intimacy and friendship. Therapists often ask me for good homework
assignments. This book does the thinking for you. Keep it on hand and whether its values, sex, conflict
or other challenging issues, you'll have a ready-made way to help your clients make immediate
progress.” -- Ellyn Bader, Ph.D, Founder/Director The Couples Institute "This is a valuable resource for
anyone working with couples. Any couple can profit greatly if they are willing to take Kathleen
Youngman's challenge to explore these important topics and discuss these wonderful questions." -Milan and Kay Yerkovich, Authors of best-selling How We Love series “Instead of offering analysis,
advice or theory, The Couples Therapy Workbook offers just that, a set of questions to stimulate
conversations that help couples deepen their engagement with each other and reconnect. All couples will
find this an exceptional guide, and all therapists will find it an effective instrument to supplement the
therapeutic process. I highly recommend it and complement the author on her creativity and attention to
the core details of a connected relationship.” --Harville Hendrix, Ph. D. and Helen LaKelly Hunt, Ph. D.;
Authors of Making Marriage Simple and Getting the Love You Want.

Couples Therapy Workbook
Course objectives: Recognize relationship as an emotional healer; identify triggers, move through them,
and come back into ease and aliveness Discover how intimacy in relationship requires curiosity, wonder,
and the ability to find the truth of one's experience deep in one's body Discuss how to speak the
"unarguable truth"; utilizing the eight step moving emotions process—moving from stuckness into
emotional flow Define three toxic habits within relationships and their antidotes—transforming our own
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behavior, as well as those around us through positive attention Summarize how to move out of power
struggles within relationships and into agreements which allow everyone to get everything they want
Discuss how to live within the relationship you really want moving between contractiona and
expansiveness—welcoming appreciations, creativity, play, aliveness, as well as love for self and other
Utilize checklists, tools, and journaling exercises as a way to engage, reflect and explore relationship
skills and self-growth What are the ingredients of a successful and enduring relationship? Love, passion,
and commitment are all vital—yet without certain basic skills, even the most devoted partners can find
themselves descending into arguments, power struggles, and disillusionment. With The Relationship
Skills Workbook, Dr. Julia Colwell presents a practical guide for building a conscious partnership based
on cooperation and trust—offering relationship-saving techniques and on-the-spot conflict resolution
tools for disarming the explosive clashes that most commonly break couples apart. In this friendly and
easy-to-use resource, Dr. Colwell teaches you essential tools for: Crisis and conflict first
aid—communication strategies and emotional mastery techniques to stop arguing and start connecting
Getting unstuck from power struggles—how to shift from deadlock to mutual responsibility and support
Ending the blame game—letting go of accusation and resentment to create win-win agreements
Supporting each other's growth and success—how to retain your personal autonomy while fully
committing to your partner's happiness Moving from reactivity to creative solutions—techniques to keep
your brain's flight-or-fight instinct from undermining your heart's desires Sustaining love, passion, and
romance—how you can choose to create a magnificent relationship together "Relationships, while
seemingly complicated, don't have to be so mysterious," Dr. Colwell says. "What I've learned from my
decades of personal and professional experiences is that a few elegantly simple concepts and skills can
help any couple through the most difficult spots—and help us transform conflict into intimacy, passion,
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and ever-deepening love."

Techniques for the Couple Therapist
Learn to look at marriage and couples counseling through the lens of Rational Emotive Couples
Therapy. Dr. Russell Grieger walks the reader through the RECT process and includes numerous
exercises that are appropriate for clinicians to use with their clients, for those couples who are in therapy
and need a little extra help, and for couples working to improve their relationship on their own. Along
with explaining the process of Rational Emotive Couples Therapy, Dr. Grieger makes the distinction
between relationship difficulties, which are small disagreements and dissatisfactions, and relationship
disturbances, which occur when a couple becomes emotionally distressed and entrenched in negativity.
He walks readers through the couple diagnosis and presents eight powerful strategies for helping resolve
both couple difficulties and disturbances to find relationship harmony. Dr. Grieger addresses such issues
as ridding hurt, anger, fear, and insecurity, enhancing closeness and intimacy, win-win conflict
resolution, and building couple commitment and connection. Replete with exercises that empower
couples to take action and solve their problems, The Couples Therapy Companion also helps readers to
sustain the positive momentum learned in therapy in everyday life.

Relationship Workbook for Couples
The New York Times–bestselling guide to effective and loving communication: “Excellent advice for
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those seeking a spiritual partnership” (Dr. Wayne Dyer, author of Your Erroneous Zones).
Communication Miracles for Couples by psychotherapist and bestselling author Jonathan Robinson has
helped countless couples repair their relationships and marriages. Whether you are looking to enhance
your relationship or want to resolve a specific conflict, the successful techniques in this practical guide
can help you develop effective communication, create lasting harmony, and keep love alive. Jonathan
Robinson’s powerful and effective methods for relationship communication have reached more than
250 million people around the world, and his work has been translated into forty-seven languages. In
Communication Miracles for Couples, he teaches readers to communicate with less blame and more
understanding, repair broken trust, be truly heard, and feel totally loved.

The Heart of Couple Therapy
Getting Back Together
Learn to think like a couple's therapist. Relationships take work. This book will show you how to resolve
conflict, improve communication, connect and grow love in a healthy way. This workbook is intended
for struggling couples who want to enhance their relationship. The covers common marriage areas that
include: communication, intimacy and sex, honesty, and more.

DIY Sex and Relationship Therapy
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It may seem obvious to you that good communication is the foundation of every healthy, functioning
relationship. Good communication skills will positively impact all of the relationships in your life, but
this book will focus primarily on the practices that will have the greatest impact on the unique bond you
share with your partner. You can aim to use these tools throughout your personal life, with friends and
co-workers and family members--but regardless of how you incorporate these ideas into your day-to-day
life, you and your partner should make a concerted effort to use these skills as you complete any of the
questionnaires, quizzes or activities you find in this book. You may find a number of the questions to be
challenging or provocative--they are intended to be! But you will find that with a toolbox of positive
communication skills and a game plan to handle conflict, even the most nerve-wracking discussions will
become manageable with your partner. Perhaps they'll even become easy and comfortable, once you are
well-practiced with these skills. This book was designed with the intention of making the concepts of
couples' therapy accessible to those who cannot find the time, money, or transport to reach a therapist's
office. It also aims to make this work as simple, easy, and enjoyable as possible. Some chapters may
pose challenging questions that expose difficulties in your relationship, while many others will offer fun,
stress-free interactive exercises that you'll want to incorporate into date nights or lazy weekend mornings
together. The concepts included can be applied to any relationship, whether your partnership is weeks,
months, years, or decades old. You'll find activities designed for couples to use together, but you'll also
find questionnaires to complete on your own which will help you to clarify your goals, both as an
individual and as half of a partnership. This is a great book to keep handy at your bedside table or to
carry with you and squeeze in a few minutes of relationship work wherever and whenever you can find
time. This Workbook will provide you with: *Useful insights into what makes any romantic partnership
successful and satisfying *Strategies, tools, questionnaires, and quizzes to discover, pursue and realize
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your personal relationship goals *Guided questions to help you learn more about yourself and your
partner *Advanced exercises that aim at improving connection, trust, and intimacy within the couple
*Suggestions on how to keep the unique relationship you share thriving for many years to come
Regardless of your compatibility--whether you like the same colors, foods, movies, music, hobbies or
friends--the health of your relationship will ultimately be determined by your willingness to invest in its
future success. Keep asking questions and let yourself be open to unexpected answers. Don't look any
further, scroll up, click "add to cart" and start your journey to a better relationship now"

Clinical Casebook of Couple Therapy
This eminently practical guide presents an empirically supported approach for treating people with
substance abuse problems and their spouses or domestic partners. Behavioral couples therapy (BCT)
explicitly focuses on both substance use and relationship issues, and is readily compatible with 12-step
approaches. Provided are all the materials needed to introduce BCT; implement a recovery contract to
support abstinence; work with clients to increase positive activities, improve communication, and reduce
relapse risks; and deal with special treatment challenges. Appendices include a session-by-session
treatment manual and 70 reproducible checklists, forms, and client education posters. The large-size
format and lay-flat binding facilitate photocopying and enhance the book's clinical utility.

A Couple's Guide to Sexual Addiction
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With more than 55 years of experience between them, master couple s therapists David Olsen and
Douglas Stephens know where most relationships go awry. Based on their knowledge of those danger
zones, they have created targeted, practical exercises that help you successfully navigate those areas.
The goal is to turn problems or potential problems into opportunities for greater communication and
intimacy. Olsen and Stephens also know that often only one half of a couple is ready to make real
changes. "The Couple s Survival Workbook" is designed to work even if your partner isn t committed to
the process. By skillfully changing yourself, you re likely to find your whole relationship improving.
Whether you re a therapist seeking practical, effective exercises for the couples you work with clients or
you are part of a struggling couple looking to make your relationship work, "The Couple s Survival
Workbook" can help.

An Emotionally Focused Workbook for Couples
A smart and concise guide to staying together that draws on scientific findings, expert advice, and years
in the marital trenches to explain why marriage is better for your health, your finances, your kids, and
your happiness Like you, probably, Belinda Luscombe would rather have had her eyes put out than read
a book about marriage; they all seemed full of advice that was obvious, useless, or bad. Plus they were
boring. But after covering the relationship beat for Time magazine for ten years, she realized there was a
surprisingly upbeat and little-known story to tell about the benefits of staying together for the long haul.
Casting a witty, candid, and probing eye on the latest behavioral science, Luscombe has written a fresh
and persuasive report on the state of our unions, how they’ve changed from the marriages of our
parents’ era, and what those changes mean for the happiness of this most intimate and important of our
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relationships. In Marriageology Luscombe examines the six major fault lines that can fracture
contemporary marriages, also known as the F-words: familiarity, fighting, finances, family, fooling
around, and finding help. She presents facts, debunks myths, and provides a fascinating mix of research,
anecdotes, and wisdom from a wide range of approaches—from how properly dividing up chores can
result in a better sex life to the benefits of fighting with your spouse (though not in the car) to whether or
not to tell your partner that you lost $70,000. (The last one is from firsthand experience.) Marriageology
offers simple, actionable, maybe even borderline fun techniques and tips to try, whether the relationship
in question is about to conk out or just needs a little grease and an oil change. The best news of all is that
sticking together is easier than it looks. Praise for Marriageology “Drawn from what she learned
covering the relationship beat for Time, Luscombe’s how-not-to-split-up manual is witty and
wise.”—People “People are still getting married, and this book is here to help. . . . A warm and
companionable volume . . . [Luscombe has a] wry touch, a gift for scene-setting, and an endearingly
even temper.”—The New Yorker “Few things are more important than the quality of our
relationships—and especially the one we build with our life partners. Belinda Luscombe has written a
smart and funny book to help anyone work toward a stronger and more fulfilling marriage.”—Sheryl
Sandberg, COO of Facebook and founder of LeanIn and OptionB

Love More, Fight Less: Communication Skills Every Couple Needs
This book provides a comprehensive, professional 'tool kit' that will help you: - Learn how to resolve
sexual and relationship problems - Discover new techniques to improve your relationship - Practise
skills that can protect your relationship - Put romance, fun and passion back into your life Drawing on
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her wide professional experience, Dr Lori Boul provides authentic therapy techniques in an accessible,
easy to follow, step-by-step layout that can be practised effectively at home. Full of practical exercises
and innovative techniques, DIY Therapy will give you the skills you need to improve your relationship
without the expense of face-to-face counselling. You will be guided through a programme of
relationship and sex therapy sessions that will help you overcome your difficulties, recapture fun and
romance and ensure the changes you make will truly last.

Marriageology
Are you in a relationship that has experienced its share of ups and downs? Do you want to improve it so
that you are happier and get the most from it? This book will show you how, in just 7 easy steps! There
are hundreds of millions of relationships the world over. Some of them are good and require little work,
while some are toxic and should be avoided at all costs. But it is the ones that fit somewhere in the
middle, where couples face regular complex challenges, that can often be the ones that would benefit
from the most help. Inside this short book, Couples Therapy Workbook: 7-Step Couples Therapy
Program for Relationship Improvement - Worksheets, Techniques and Activities, you can begin to solve
the issues you face with chapters that cover: What couples therapy is all about Recognizing toxic or
unhealthy behaviour How you could benefit from couples therapy The 7 steps to solving your
relationship problems Relationship-strengthening activities to try Worksheets and techniques for couples
And lots more With this book, even if you are already a strong couple, you could soon reap the rewards
and find your relationship moving up to the next level, where you will be happier and more contented
than ever. Get a copy of Couples Therapy Workbook and learn the most important 7 steps that will
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improve your relationship fast!

The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work
Special limited duct tape cover edition of the internationally bestselling phenomenon with over 7 million
copies sold! Paint, poke, create, destroy, and wreck--to create a journal as unique as you are For anyone
who's ever had trouble starting, keeping, or finishing a journal or sketchbook comes this expanded
edition of Wreck This Journal, a subversive illustrated book that challenges readers to muster up their
best mistake- and mess-making abilities to fill the pages of the book--or destroy them. Through a series
of creative and quirky prompts, acclaimed guerilla artist Keri Smith encourages journalers to engage in
destructive acts--poking holes through pages, adding photos and defacing them, painting pages with
coffee, coloring outside the lines, and more--in order to experience the true creative process. With
Smith's unique sensibility, readers are introduced to a new way of art- and journal-making, discovering
novel ways to escape the fear of the blank page and fully engage in the creative process. To create is to
destroy. Happy wrecking!

Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy For Dummies
A practical, down-to-earth guide to using the world's most successful approach to couple therapy One of
the most successful therapeutic approaches to healing dysfunctional relationships, emotionally focused
couple therapy provides clients with powerful insights into how and why they may be suppressing their
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emotions and teaches them practical ways to deal with those feelings more constructively for improved
relationships. Unlike cognitive-behavioural therapy, which provides effective short-term coping skills,
emotionally focused therapy often is prescribed as a second-stage treatment for couples with lingering
emotional difficulties. Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy For Dummies introduces readers to this
ground-breaking therapy, offering simple, proven strategies and tools for dealing with problems with
bonding, attachment and emotions, the universal cornerstones of healthy relationships. An indispensable
resource for readers who would like to manage their relationship problems independently through home
study Delivers powerful techniques for dealing with unpleasant emotions, rather than repressing them
and for responding constructively to complex relationship issues The perfect introduction to EFT basics
for therapists considering expanding their practices to include emotionally focused therapy methods
Packed with fascinating and instructive case studies and examples of EFT in action, from the authors'
case files Provides valuable guidance on finding, selecting and working with the right EFT certified
therapist

Wreck This Journal
The author of Too Good to Leave, Too Bad to Stay provides a guide to restoring trust in a relationship
once it has been compromised and explains how to avoid common mistakes and regain confidence in
partnerships. Original. 40,000 first printing.

Doing Couple Therapy
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An invaluable tool for clinicians and students, Becoming an Emotionally Focused Therapist: The
Workbook takes the reader on an adventure – the quest to become a competent, confident, and
passionate couple and family therapist. In an accessible resource for training and supervision, seven
expert therapists lead the reader through the nine essential steps of EFT with explicit intervention
strategies. Suitable as a companion volume to The Practice of Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy,
2nd Ed. or as a stand-alone learning tool, the workbook provides an easy road-map to mastering the art
of EFT with exercises, review sheets and practice models. Unprecedented in its novel and interactive
approach, this is a must-have for all therapists searching for lasting and efficient results in couple
therapy.

The 50 Fridays Marriage Challenge
You can save your relationship! The divorce courts are littered with broken marriages--and broken lives.
Yet most people would save their marriages--if only they knew how. Getting back together is the solid,
comprehensive guide you can count on to get your relationship back on track. No matter what issues you
may face, this step-by-step program shows you how to take the initiative, reconcile your differences, and
remake your relationship--from the ground up. In this completely revised edition, Drs. Young and Goetz
provide the most current studies and relationship evaluation tools available. They also include numerous
inspiring real-life stories of couples that have resurrected and renewed their relationships. Packed full of
valuable information and comforting advice, Getting Back Together helps couples beat the odds and
build a new, happier life together--forever.
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Couples Therapy Workbook
Strengthen your marriage in just 20 minutes a week--self-guided counseling for couples Relationships
take work, but they're worth it. Easy Marriage Counseling is packed with 52 engaging activities for busy
people who want to strengthen their partnerships. Whether you're going through a rough patch or simply
want to strengthen your bond, there's a relationship-deepening exercise for everyone in this standout
among marriage counseling books. Discover case studies, research, and personal anecdotes that give you
starting points for meaningful conversations, while time-bound questions and activities provide
opportunities to learn more about yourself, your partner, and your marriage. From household tasks to
emotional labor, parenting, and codependency, the topics in this book go beyond other marriage
counseling books to cover a broad range of important discussions. All marriage counseling books should
include: All-inclusive approach--If you've been looking for marriage counseling books but don't know
where to start, this one includes non-judgmental exercises that are relevant to all couples, whether you're
straight or gay, monogamous or polyamorous, and with or without children. Quick counseling--Easily
find the topic you'd like to discuss with chapters divided by specific themes, like Sexuality and Intimacy,
Decision-Making, and many more. Secular guidance--Unlike other marriage counseling books, this one
lets you explore readings based on clinical research intended for people of any belief or background.
This book is everything marriage counseling books should be, with dozens of shared exercises to help
you reconnect with your partner and grow as a team.

The Couples Therapy Companion
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Like other psychiatric disorders, sexual addiction is a condition that affects peoples' relationships with
others as much as it affects their own mental state. Individuals suffering from sexual addiction typically
pursue sex through any means possible and often engage in risky forms of sexual activity such as
exhibitionism, promiscuous sex with multiple partners, online sex, etc. It's easy to see how a couple's
relationship may be challenged by the manifestations and reality of a disorder like this one. A Couple's
Guide to Sexual Addiction discusses common relationship issues within the context of sexual addiction
and provides the reader with exercises, information, and advice on the following topics: Trust
Communication Healthy sexuality & sexual behaviors Family By understanding the reality of sexual
addiction and what it means for a relationship, couples will be able to better relate to each other and plan
for a successful future.

Couple's Workbook
How do couples get beyond the reactivity and blaming that destroy self-esteem and good will? How can
couples sort out the multiple layers and complexities in their relationships? Is it possible to move from
impasse to dialogue? Here, in one brief volume, are the answers to these questions and many others.
Doing Couple Therapy will be a lifesaver for family therapy students and beginning therapists. In a
straightforward manner, the authors sift through years of family therapy theory to draw out for readers a
a treasury of ways to sort out the many factors, past and present, that crowd couples' relationships. These
include family-of-origin issues, previous relationships, secrets, children, in-laws, unresolves loddes, job
demands, financial worries--to name just a few. The authors' framework, built from the major influential
theories of family and marital therapy, will enable therapists to work effectively and briefly, though not
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superficially, with couples. The book not only presents theory but also links theory with practice. An
extraordinary contribution is the presentation of a typical case from beginning to end, through tender
moments, rough spots, family-of-origin work, revelation of deeply held secrets, alcohol abuse,
ultimatums, and finally, renewal of commitment to the relationship. This practical, real-life guide to
couple therapy will give both students and seasoned therapists a new take on the demanding work of
couple therapy.

The Practice of Person-Centred Couple and Family Therapy
A few days after an ordinary Valentine’s Day, Cindy Beall’s life changed forever. She listened with
disbelief to her husband, Chris, a respected pastor, confess to pornography addiction, numerous affairs,
and the startling news that a woman was pregnant with his child. With raw honesty and intimate
knowledge of pain and of God’s power to resurrect something new out of the debris of betrayal, Cindy
reveals how to: seek guidance, counseling, and prayer support when deceptions surface help the family
heal from the grief and humiliation rebuild trust after porn, sex, and other addictions undermine a
relationship protect a marriage from lies and unfaithfulness rely on God to pursue forgiveness and move
forward in new promises Cindy’s compassion, grasp of God’s Word, and the Bealls’ remarkable story
will help wives and husbands trust God with their broken hearts and follow His leading, hope, and
redemption. Foreword by Craig Groeschel, bestselling author and senior pastor of LifeChurch.tv.
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